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By keeping account of the trapped electron B and curvature drifts, it is found that the spatial decay
of the collisionless electron drift wave is governed either by the trapped electron response or by the
resonant interaction of ions with the sidebands of the primary oscillation. In the former case, pairs
of spatially bounded unstable and damped solutions are obtained for negative magnetic shear sˆ
0 if, as usual, LTe =1/r ln Te0; there are no bounded solutions if sˆLTe0. In the latter case,
there is either a set of bounded damped solutions if i0 or a set of bounded unstable solutions if
i0. The unstable modes have a radiating character and the growth rates are 2n
+11+2q2  sˆ  LNe* /qR n is the Hermite polynomial solution index, q the safety factor, sˆ the
magnetic shear parameter, R the major radius, e* the electron diamagnetic frequency, LN
=1/r ln Ne, and i=LN /LTi.The sidebands are responsible for unusually large ratios Qe /Tee,
where Qe and e are the anomalous electron energy flux and the particle flux. These results may
explain the box-type Te profile observed in lower hybrid current drive reversed magnetic shear
plasmas on the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute Tokamak 60 Upgrade JT-60U H.
Ninomiya and the JT-60U Team, Phys. Fluids B 4, 2070 1992. It is finally demonstrated that the
ballooning hypothesis generally leads to conflicting requirements: it is thus hardly relevant for the
electron drift branch! The “radiating” boundary condition that has formerly been imposed on the
slab solution is finally discussed. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2134770I. INTRODUCTION
In microinstability theory, the nonadiabatic trapped elec-
tron response has always been considered as a perturbation
and thus estimated in leading order only. Considering the
electron drift branch, this is justified if 2e* /e,effkr2as2
1, where the left-hand side is a measure of the nonadia-
batic trapped electron response for e,eff	e
* and the right-
hand side characterizes the radial eigenvalue operator 
=r /R is the inverse aspect ratio, r and R are the minor and
major radii, e* is the electron diamagnetic frequency, e,eff
=e /, where e is the electron collision frequency, kr is the
radial wave vector, as=cs /
i, cs=Te /mi is the sound veloc-
ity, and 
i is the ion gyrofrequency. In other cases, the full
trapped electron response must be considered, including the
effect of the B and curvature drifts. In this paper, the ratio
of the equilibrium densities of trapped and passing electrons
Netrap / Nepass1+cos  / 1−1+cos  is consid-
ered to be of order unity The magnetic field is B=B0 / 1
+ cos  where =0 corresponds to the outboard midplane
of the axisymmetric toroidal plasma.
A priori, two limiting cases must be envisaged: the qua-
sislab limit, corresponding to krl1, and the ballooning
limit, corresponding to krl1; here, l=−1/ lrq is the dis-
tance between neighboring rational surfaces, lm the toroi-
aElectronic mail: a.rogister@fz-juelich.de
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quasislab electron drift branch is considered hereafter as it
will be demonstrated on the basis of earlier works that the
ballooning hypothesis generally leads to conflicting require-
ments and is therefore hardly relevant.
Sidebands m±1, l of the primary perturbation centered
on the rational surface qr=−m / l are introduced by the
 cos  modulation of the magnetic field, mainly via the ion
B and curvature drifts. The parallel wave vector of the
sidebands, 1 /qR, is larger than that of the primary perturba-
tion, 1 /krlqR. Resonant interaction of ions with the side-
bands thus prevails over resonant interaction with the pri-
mary oscillation. Two cases can occur.
i Ion resonant interaction with the sidebands domi-
nates over the collisionless trapped electron re-
sponse: here, the Landau residue leads to either
spatially bounded damped solutions if i0 or
spatially bounded unstable ones if i0 i
=r ln Ti /r ln Ni and we assume Ni=Ne.
ii The trapped electron curvature terms are dominant:
we find here two spatially bounded solutions, viz.,
an unstable and a damped one if sˆLTe0, and no
bounded solution whatever if sˆLTe0 sˆ=rr ln q
is the magnetic shear parameter; since LTe
=Te /rTe is usually negative, instability requires
negative magnetic shear.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics6-1
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“radiating” character and their growth rate is proportional to
the magnetic shear parameter:
l,n = Iml = ± 2n + 11 + 2q2
LN
LS
ie,l
*
1 − 	fetrap

, 1
where n is the Hermite polynomial solution index, 	fetrap

the normalized flux surface averaged trapped electron den-
sity, LN=1/r ln Ne, i=1+i1+i, and i=Ti /Te. This re-
sult leads us to comment on the actuality of magnetic shear
damping in cylindrical plasmas.
The quasislab ion dynamics has been considered in Refs.
1 and 2; in the present paper, the corresponding calculation
will thus be presented briefly. However, the effect of the
sidebands on anomalous transport has not been investigated
in the literature. The ballooning transformation is most often
applied ab initio! It is found that they are responsible for
large values of the ratio Qe /Tee, where Qe and e are the
anomalous electron energy flux and particle flux, and thus to
large diffusive versus convective electron heat transport.
The paper is organized as follows. The linear electron
gyrokinetic equation and a suitable ordering of the param-
eters are introduced in Sec. II. The quasislab electron drift
branch solution is derived by expansion in Sec. III, leading
to the radial eigenvalue equation. The eigenfunctions and
eigenvalues are obtained and discussed in Sec. IV. The qua-
silinear particle and electron heat fluxes are given in Sec. V,
where recent experimental results obtained on the Japan
Atomic Energy Research Institute Tokamak 60 Upgrade
JT-60U Ref. 3 are also discussed. Summary, conclusions,
and comments on the ballooning limit of the electron drift
branch and on shear damping in cylindrical plasmas are the
subjects of Sec. VI.
II. GYROKINETIC EQUATION
In Ref. 4, modes elongated along the direction of the
magnetic field are represented by
,, = 
l,m
expil − 
0

l,m,d
ˆ l − l,m,, , 2a
where  is the toroidal flux,  a poloidal-like angle, and 
the toroidal angle;  , is the field line pitch angle
whereas
q  
0
2
,d/2;
ql,m=−m / l defines the rational surfaces; −l,m
ˆ
l is
much larger than ˆ l, the modes being radially localized;
and ˆ l1m allows curvature to be taken fully into ac-
count. The gradient
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l,m
expil − 
0

,l,md

B
Bh
 + il, − ,l,m
ˆ l − l,m,, 2b
of 2a along the direction nˆB /B of the magnetic field is
O1/qR. Each term of the sum may be considered indepen-
dently in the quasislab approximation.
We consider large aspect ratio tokamaks with noncon-
centric circular magnetic surfaces and, in a first attempt to
assess the role of the Shafranov shift −Sr, write the equa-
tions with respect to variables r and  in lieu of  and 
which define a set of circles with fixed center. Making use of
the equilibrium theory of Ref. 5, it can be shown that, up to
order ,
h
−1x = r
−1 + s sin  r, R = R01 +  cos  ,
B/B = B,0 + rSB,0 − cos /B0,
1 − ,l,m/, = r − rl,mr ln q + cos  r/q ,
where  cos =r ,−qr, B,0=B,0r, and B0, B,0, and
R0 are constants. Without loss of generality, we set Srl,m
=0 in order to identify the circle rl,m,  with the reference
rational surface; thus Sr= r−rl,mS where S=rS. 
is hereafter the electrostatic potential of the wave and Fei
= 2cei
2 −3/2Neiexp−v2 /2cei
2  the electron ion Maxwell-
ian equilibrium distribution. The Fourier transform
gˆe,l
F kr,r, = 2−1 exp− ikrr − rl,m
gˆe,lr − rl,m,r,dr
of the perturbed nonadiabatic electron distribution gˆe,l= fˆe,l
+ eeˆ l /TeFe in the vicinity of the rational surface r=rl,m
obeys the equation
− ilgˆe,l +
B,0
B0
v
qR0
1 + S cos  + S sin  krkr
+ 1 −  cos 

l  kr
gˆe,l
− i
v
2 + 2v2
2
eR0
B,0
B0
 1
sˆl
cos  + kr sin gˆe,l
+ il − e,l
*,TFe
ee
ˆ
l
Te
= 0, 3a
where ee and 
e=eeB /me are the electron charge and gyro-
frequency, l is the wave angular frequency in the EB
rotating frame, e,l
*T
=e,l
* 1+ev
2 +v
2
−3ce
2 /2ce
2, e,l
*
=−lTer ln Ne /eeR0B,0, and =+  /q− r /rq. Assum-
ing the orderings
q  sˆ  1,    , L /R  2, 4S N
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*  1, 1/krl  , krai   , 5
for the equilibrium and electron drift wave e,l
*  qua-
sislab krl	1, kraisˆLN /qR dimensionless parameters,
the terms of Eq. 3a stand in the ratios
1:
LN
qR0
lsˆ
ae
1,S,S, 1krl , krl
 −2,−1,−1,−1,1:
LN
R0
1,krlsˆ  2,:1,1
3a
if, without loss of generality, we let gˆe,leeˆ l /TeFe andme /mi2. 1 is the expansion parameter.
We have verified see Appendix A that the poloidal
angle dependence of the nˆ · operator with S does
not affect the results; the following simplified equation will
thus be sufficient for our purpose
− ilgˆe,l +
B,0
B0
v
qR0
 + 
l  kr
gˆe,l
− i

2 + 2v2
2
eR0
B,0
B0
 1
sˆl
cos  + kr sin gˆe,l
+ il − e,l
*,TFe
ee
ˆ
l
Te
= 0. 3b
The order of magnitude of the different terms here is
1:−2,−1:2,:1,1 3b
III. SOLUTION OF EQUATION „3b… AND EIGENVALUE
EQUATION
Equation 3b yields in leading and first orders
gˆe,l
0kr, = Cˆ e,l
0
, 6
gˆe,l
1
= − 
Cˆ e,l
0
l  kr
+ Cˆ e,l
1
, 7
where the Cˆ
e,l
n
=Cˆ
e,l
nkr are functions of kr only. Along the
trajectory of passing electrons, the poloidal angle  spans the
domain − , +  and periodicity of gˆ
e,l
1
requires
Cˆ e,l
0pass = 0. 6a
Equation 7, however, provides no constraint from which to
extract Cˆ
e,l
0trap since, for trapped electrons,  sways be-
tween bouncing angles −b and +b. We define ˆl=eeˆ l /Te;
the next order equation
− il0gˆe,l
0 + il0 − e,l
*TFeˆl
0
+
B,0
B0
v
qR0
gˆe,l2 +  gˆe,l1l  kr = 0 8
yields, upon dividing by v and integrating over a full
trapped particle orbit,
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0trap = 1 − e,l*T
l
0Fe dv 
−1 dv ˆl0 6b
We have noted that
 hd 
−b
+b
hd + 
+b
−b
hd = 0
for single-valued functions.
The leading-order ion distribution function is
fˆi,l0 = − i,l*T/l0Fieiˆ l0/Ti , 9
as usual. The charge neutrality equation thus reads
1 − e,l*
l
0ˆl0 = Ne−1 
trapped
dv1 − e,l*T
l
0
Fe dv 
−1 dv ˆl0. 10
We introduce the kinetic energy per unit mass E= v
2
+v
2 /2 and the magnetic moment =v
2 /2B. Noting that
v
2=2E−B=2Ecos −cos b / 1+ cos , where
cos b= B0−E /E, we obtain
 dv 
−1 dv ˆl0 =  d1 +  cos cos  − cos b
−1
 d1 +  cos cos  − cos b ˆl0.
The velocity space integral of even v distribution functions
over the trapped particle subspace can moreover be ex-
pressed as6

trapped
dv 4
0

dE 
E/B=
E/B
Bd
2E − B
= 4 
1 +  cos 
0

EdE



sin b db
2cos  − cos b
.
These equalities show that the right-hand side of the charge
neutrality equation 10 is proportional to 1− e,l
* /l0, ir-
respective of the functional ˆl
0kr ,. The frequency is thus
l
0
= e,l
* 10
at leading order. We now assume that ˆl
0kr ,=0, with-
out loss of generality; thus
Cˆ e,l
0trap = 1 − e,l*T
l
0Feˆl0. 6bEquation 8 simplifies now into
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gˆe,l2 + Cˆ e,l1l  krpass
= 0, 8
gˆe,l2 = 22 2Cˆ e,l0l2  kr2 −  C
ˆ
e,l
1
l  kr
+ Cˆ e,l
2
trap
, 8
respectively, for passing and trapped electrons. The function
Cˆ
e,l
1pass is obtained by averaging the product of Eq. 8 by
1/v over the domain  0−2, thus
Cˆ e,l
1pass
l  kr
= − i1 − e,l*T
e,l
* Feeeˆ l0Te B0B,0
0
2
qR0e,l
*
v
d
2
.
7a
Cˆ
e,l
1trap is obtained in turn by averaging over a full trapped
particle orbit the product of Eq. 3b at third order by 1/v.
Thus, with the help of 6b and 7,
Cˆ e,l
1trapped = 1 − e,l*T
e,l
* Fe dv 
−1 dv ˆl1
+
l
1e,l
*T
e,l
* 2
Feˆl
0 7b
in the right-hand side, contributions proportional to  and
sin , arising, respectively, from substitution of gˆ
e,l
1
and the
curvature and B drifts, have integrated out because of odd
parity. Neglecting, in view of the significant modulation of
v by the helical magnetic field, the resonant interaction be-
tween the electron drift wave and the passing electrons with
small parallel velocities represented by the Dirac function
contribution in 1/v= P /v+ iv−e,l
* /ksgn k, cf. Eq.
7a and Appendix B, the first-order electron density nˆ
e,l
1
=dvgˆe,l
1
−Neˆl
1
can now be expressed as nˆ
e,l
1
= l
1 /e,l
* ˆl
0Netrap− ˆl
1Ne.
The equation governing the ion dynamics at first order
suggests writing
gˆi,l
1,kr = gˆi,l
1kr0 + gˆi,l
1krcos cos 
+ gˆi,l
1krsin sin  , 11
ˆ l
1,kr = ˆ l
1kr0 + ˆ l
1krcos cos 
+ ˆ l
1krsin sin  , 12
as shown in Ref. 1. Except for an odd v contribution, the
expressions of gˆi,l
10 and fˆi,l10 are similar to those of gˆi,l00
and fˆi,l00, with ˆ l0 being replaced by ˆ l10 and l0 by
l
1+e,l
*
. The first-order ion density nˆi,l
10 thus reads
−ˆl
10+ l
1 /e,l
* ˆl
0Ni and the charge neutrality equa-
tion einˆi,l
10+eenˆe,l
10=0 yields l1=0. ˆ l
10 is left un-
determined and can be absorbed in ˆ l
0
without loss of gen-
ˆ
1erality; thus l 0=0. It follows that see Ref. 1
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10 = − i
B,0
B0
v
qR0e,l
*

l  kr
gˆi,l
0
. 11a
Introducing the general form of gˆi,l
1krcos/sin into
einˆi,l
1cos/sin+eene,l
1cos/sin=0 yields the following expres-
sions for the potentials ˆ l
1cos/sin:
ˆ l
1cos = 0, 12a
Dˆ l
1sin = −
B,0
B0
krˆ l
0 1
Ni
 dv

e,l
*
− i,l
*T
e,l
* + vB,0/qR0B0
v
2 + 2v2
2
iR0e,l
*
Fi,
12b
where  ±1, and
D = 1 + i −
1
Ni
 dv e,l* − i,l*T
e,l
* + vB,0/qR0B0
Fi 13
results are independent of  since Fi is an even function.
Equations 12a, 12b, and 13 are identical to 11a and
11b of Ref. 1. Furthermore, gˆi,l
1krsin/cos can be expressed
as
gˆi,l
1sin =
1
2e,l* + B,0B0 vqR0
−1
+ e,l* − B,0B0 vqR0
−1
e,l* − i,l*TFieiˆ l1sinTi
−
v
2 + 2v2
2
iR0
B,0
B0
krgˆi,l
0 , 11b
gˆi,l
1cos =
i
2e,l* + B,0B0 vqR0
−1
− e,l* − B,0B0 vqR0
−1
e,l* − i,l*TFieiˆ l1sinTi
−
v
2 + 2v2
2
iR0
B,0
B0
krgˆi,l
0 . 11c
We note that gˆi,l
1cos is odd with respect to v whereas
gˆi,l
1sin is even. Also
Cˆ e,l
1trapped = 0, 7b
as a consequence of 12a.
The radial eigenvalue equation is obtained in next order
from the -averaged charge neutrality equation n
e,l
20
= ni,l
20. For passing electrons, it follows from 8 that
gˆ
e,l
2 ,kr−Cˆ e,l
2kr is odd with respect to v; thus dvgˆe,l
2
=dvCˆ e,l
2
. The function Cˆ
e,l
2kr is determined by averaging
the product of the third-order equation by v−1 over the do-
main  0−2. Only the v-even terms contribute to the
2perturbed density nˆ
e,l . Those are given by
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2Cˆ e,l2evenl2  kr2 = 1 − e,l*Te,l* Fe0
2
qR0e,l
*
v
d
2
2

pass
8a
For trapped electrons, Cˆ
e,l
0 is proportional to e,l
*
−e,l
*T and
Cˆ
e,l
1
=0. It follows from 8 that gˆ
e,l
2
−Cˆ
e,l
2 is also propor-
tional to e,l
*
−e,l
*T and does not contribute to nˆ
e,l
2
. Multi-
plying the fourth-order equation by v−1 and integrating over
a trapped particle orbit yields
Cˆ e,l2 = l2e,l*Te,l* 2 Feˆl0 −  dv −1 dv gˆe,l2 − Cˆ e,l2
− 1 − e,l*T
e,l
* Feˆl2
−  dv 
−1B,0
B0
 dv v
2 + 2v2
2
eR0e,l
*  1sˆl cos gˆe,l0
+ kr sin gˆe,l
1
trap
. 8a
The second-order perturbed electron density is thus
nˆe,l
2
= dvgˆe,l2pass + gˆe,l2trap − ˆl2Ne
= − ˆl
2Ne +
l
2
e,l
*
ˆl
0Netrap
+ dvCˆ e,l1 + Cˆ e,l2pass − 
trap
dv dv 
−1B,0
B0
 dv v
2 + 2v2
2
eR0e,l
* l
sˆ−1 cos  −  sin kr
kr
gˆe,l0.
14
We shall neglect, in the following, the nonadiabatic contri-
bution of passing electrons its order of magnitude is dis-
cussed in Appendix B. Equation 14 thus yields, upon ap-
proximating v
2 +2v22E for trapped electrons,
nˆe,l
2
Ne
= − ˆl
2 +
l
2
e,l
*
ˆl
0fetrap +
32eq
4

LN
LS
sˆ−1I0 − I1krkrˆl0, 14
where LS=qR / sˆ is the magnetic shear length,
fetrap =
Netrap
Ne
=1 − B
B = 
 1 + cos  ,
15and
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 = 


sin b db
2cos  − cos b

−b
b
d
cos  − cos b
−1

−b
b
cos ; sin d
cos  − cos b
16
I1 is positive since  .
Extracting now gˆi,l
20 from the equation
− ie,l
* gˆi,l
20 − il2gˆi,l
0
− i
v
2 + 2v2
4
iR0
B,0
B0
krgˆi,l
1sin
+
B,0
B0
v
qR0

l  kr
gˆi,l
10 + ie,l* − i,l*T eiˆ l20Ti
−
kr
2v
2
4
i
2
ei
ˆ
l
0
Ti
 + i,l 2eiˆ l0Ti Fi = 0 17
leads to
nˆi,l
20 = dvgˆi,l20 − kr2v24
i2 gˆi,l0 − eiˆ l20Ti Ni
= i eiˆ l20Ti − l
2
e,l
*
ei
ˆ
l
0
Ti
Ni
−
2
l
2  kr
2  dv v2qR0e,l* 2 gˆi,l0
− dvkr2v22
i2 1 − i,l
*T
e,l
* Fieiˆ l0Ti
−
B,0
B0
 dvkrv2 + 2v24
iR0e,l* gˆi,l1sin, 18
where one recognizes, respectively, in the second, third, and
last terms the contributions from parallel ion motion, finite
Larmor radius, and B and curvature drifts; the latter differ-
entiate the toroidal from the cylindrical geometry ion dynam-
ics.
IV. EIGENFUNCTIONS AND EIGENVALUES
In Ref. 1, we considered the ion response in the two
limiting cases where the velocity integrals can be approxi-
mated either by their principal parts or by their residues. The
latter are hereafter treated as corrections, assuming
ci/qR0e,l
*  1, 19a
i = qR0e,l
* /ci5exp− qR0e,l
* 2/2ci
2 1. 19bThus the approximations
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i ciqR0e,l* 
21 − i8 iiii sgn q , 13
ˆ l
1sin 
qR0e,l
*
ci
B,0
B0
qkraiˆ l
02
+ i
8
iii
i
sgn q , 12b
gˆi,l
1sin 
qR0e,l
*
ci
B,0
B0
qkrai
ei
ˆ
l
0
Ti
2 + i8 iiii sgn q
−
i
2
qR0e,l
*
ci
sgn q
±
v
ci
±
qR0e,l
*
ci
B,0
B0

1 − i,l*T
e,l
* Fi, 11b
ni,l
20
Ni
= i eiˆ l20Ti − l
2
e,l
*
ei
ˆ
l
0
Ti

− ii
2LN
2
LS
2
2
krai2
ei
ˆ
l
0
Ti
− ikr
2ai
21 + 2q2
1 + i8 iii4i sgn q eiˆ l
0
Ti
, 18
where sgn x=x / x.
Charge neutrality leads accordingly to the eigenvalue
equation
l + 2
kˆr
2
+ 1 + 2q21 + ii sgn qkˆr
2 + sgnLN/LS
− sˆ−10 + 1kˆr
kˆr
ˆl0 = 0, 20
where
l = 1 − 	fetrap

LS
LN
l
2
ie,l
*
, 20a
kˆr
2
=
Ls
LN
kr
2as
2
, as
2
= ai
2i
−1
, 20b
0;1 =
32eq
4i
	I0;1
, 20c
i =8 iii4i , 20d
and 	¯
 stands for 
0
2
¯d /2. The set of orthogonal so-lutions and eigenvalues are
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to Aˆl,n
0
= exp− kˆr
2/2Hnkˆr − 0.51sgnLN/LS , 21
l,n = 2n + 1 + sˆ−10 − n1sgnLN/LS , 22
where the Hn’s are Hermite polynomials
7
and
2 − 1 sgnLN/LS + 1 + 2q21 + ii sgn q = 0. 23
Noting that 12 is usually smaller than 41+2q2, 
may be approximated by cf. Eqs. 19b, 20c, and 20d
 =
1
2
sgnsˆLTe
q2i
1 + 2q2
sgnie,l
*  ± i1 + 2q2
23
we assume i0. The growth/decay rate is thus
l,n = Iml
2
= ± 2n + 11 + 2q2 LN
LS
ie,l
*
1 − 	fetrap

.
24
Instability damping requires accordingly that ±e,l
* be posi-
tive negative, viz., e,l
* 0 e,l
* 0 if the upper sign is
chosen and e,l
* 0 e,l
* 0 if, instead, the lower sign is
selected. Since the inverse Fourier transform of the funda-
mental solution is
ˆl,n=0
0 xˆ,t  exp− xˆ22 − it  exp− xˆ2 Re 21 + 2q2
+ l,n=0texp±i xˆ221 + 2q2 − ie,l* t 25
where xˆ2= LN /Ls  r−rl,m2 /as
2, bounded unstable solutions
are outgoing disturbances, propagating away from the ratio-
nal surface, and bounded damped solutions propagate to-
wards that surface. Two cases must be envisaged:
i 1 2q2 i  /1+2q2: according to Eqs. 23
and 24, spatial localization Re 0 implies
damping if i is positive and growth if i is nega-
tive a similar result has been obtained earlier in
the framework of a local theory8.
ii 1 2q2 i  /1+2q2: here, spatial localization
requests that sgn LTe =sgn sˆ; according to Eq. 24,
the trapped electron response introduces a pair of
growing and damped solutions. There is no physi-
cally meaningful bounded solution if sgn LTe
=−sgn sˆ.
The collisionless instabilities just described are thus
driven by magnetic shear under unusual conditions, either
i0 reversed ion temperature and density gradients or
sgn LTe =sgn sˆ parallel electron temperature and safety fac-
tor gradients, i.e., negative magnetic shear if LTe0 as is
usually the case, and their growth rate increases for the
higher-order Hermite polynomial eigenfunctions. The situa-
tion in ii is particularly reminiscent of that encountered
with the ion temperature gradient mode in the quasislab ap-
proximation: a damped/growing pair of solutions with l,n
 2n+1  sˆ, cf. Eq. 91 in Ref. 9.
Electron collisions have not been taken into account in
10the present work. According to a simplified theory, they are
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* 3e,eff, where e,eff=e / is the effec-
tive trapped electron collision frequency, and stabilizing oth-
erwise. The condition of weak resonant interaction of ions
with the sidebands, ci /qR0e,l
* O1, for potentially un-
stable e,l
* 3e,eff collision-driven modes is thus
ci/qR0e,eff  2i/AiTe/103 eV2/
qR0mZeffNe/1020 m−3 O3 , 26
where Ai is the ion atomic mass.
V. QUASILINEAR PARTICLE AND ELECTRON HEAT
FLUXES
The quasilinear expressions for the magnetic surface av-
eraged particle and electron heat fluxes e,i
=	il ne,i
* 
 /R0B,0 and Qe=	il pe*
 /R0B,0 are
e,i
Ne
=
iTe
eeB,0r
− LN
R0
1 + 2q2
1 − 	fetrap

sˆ
l,n
l2n + 1l,n2,
27
Qe
Pe
=
2iTe
eeB,0r
− LN
R0
qR0e,l*
cs
2 	H3 + 2H2 − H1

	I1

1 + 2q2sˆ
l,n
l2n + 1l,n2, 28
where pe is the electron pressure perturbation, the star refers
to the complex conjugate,
l,n2 = l−1
−

dxl,n
0x = r − rl,m,r2
= l−12
−

dkrl,n
0kr,r2 29
is the spatial average in the neighborhood of r of the turbu-
lence level for the nth Hermite polynomial solution,
H1;3 = cos ; sin 


hbdb, 28a
H2 = 


hb
−b
b
d
v 
−1

−b
b
d
v
cos db, 28b
and hb=sin b /2cos −cos b demonstration and
derivation of the full ion and electron energy equations are
left to a forthcoming paper. The unusually large ratio
Qe /Tee,iqR0e,l* /cs2 is a consequence of the unusually
large pressure perturbation which, as the potential ˆ l
1sin,
arises in conjunction with the sidebands, see 12b and
19a. This result, which is by no means restricted to colli-
sionless instabilities, has largely been ignored in the litera-
ture as emphasis has usually been laid on the ballooning
11limit and formalism.
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AWorth noting is also that the spatial average of the tur-
bulence is proportional to the absolute value of the magnetic
shear parameter sˆ as the unstable modes are separated by
l  =1/ lrq. This is one of the reasons why internal trans-
port barriers ITB form near flux surfaces where magnetic
shear is weak.
Inequality 26 is satisfied out of the electron internal
transport barrier Te6 keV, Ne41018 m−3, R0=3.4 m,
0.11, q2.2, sˆ0 obtained on the JT-60U tokamak3,12
when electron cyclotron heating and current drive
ECH/ECCD is applied to a lower hybrid current drive
LHCD reversed shear RS deuterium plasma i /Zeff is
clearly smaller than unity; in this region, collisional desta-
bilization of the trapped electron mode TEM thus exceeds
ion Landau damping. By contrast, the requirement of weak
Landau damping leads to e,l
* /e,effO3 inside of the ITB
and particularly at the top of the pedestal 6 keVTe
26 keV, 4.51018m−3Ne41018m−3, 0.11, q
2.2, sˆ0, corresponding to collisional damping of the
TEM; however, the reverse magnetic shear instability dis-
cussed in Sec. IV is now relevant and its growth rate easily
exceeds the low collisional damping rate. The predicted large
ratio Qe /Tee,i and the qualitative behavior of the TEM
growth rate through the discharge may explain the reported
“box-type” electron temperature profile displaying strong
flattening in the region of large negative sˆ, cf. Figs. 10 and
12 in Ref. 12.
VI. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND COMMENTS
We have derived the eigenvalue equation for the colli-
sionless quasislab electron drift branch, keeping the trapped
electron response and the toroidal ion dynamics fully into
account. The theory predicts instability if either i0 or
sˆLTe0 i.e., sˆ0 if, as usual, LTe0, depending on the
value of 1 1+2q2 /2q2 i, see the discussion following
Eq. 25; the growth rate is proportional to the absolute value
of the magnetic shear parameter, see Eq. 24, and the un-
stable collisionless solutions have a radiating character. The
presence of sidebands driven by the ion dynamics greatly
enhances the electron heat flux. An application of the theory
to a negative central shear JT-60U discharge has been dis-
cussed. The theory is also reactor relevant.
We have focused on the quasislab sub-branch of the
electron drift wave or trapped electron mode. A ballooning
toroidal sub-branch may coexist if it verifies the inequality
krl 1. This assumption leads to the following radial ei-
genvalue equation see Eq. 7 in Ref. 13 and Eq. 80 in
Ref. 14:
D¯ as2 2x2 − LN2LS2  e,l
*
l
02 x2as2 + il
2
l
0ˆ = i nˆeNe + ˆ ,
30
where
D¯ = − cos 0l/as21 − 2sˆLN/R0 − 1 + 2q2 , 30
l
0 is the leading order frequency and 0 the ballooningangle. There is a change in the sign of cos 0 with respect to
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plane; −1+2q2 has been introduced in an ad hoc manner in
Eq. 30, instead of −1, in order to make the bridge with the
quasislab branch discussed in this paper. Assuming adia-
batic electrons, the fundamental solution of 30 reads
ˆ = exp
x2
2D¯ as2
LN
LS
e,l
*
l
0 , 31
2
e,l
*
= ± i
−1D¯ LN
LS
. 31
The cases D¯ 0 and D¯ 0 are discussed separately below.
If D¯ is positive and we define D¯ 0, then only the
upper sign solution 31 is bounded since l
0
=e,l
*
. Further-
more, D¯ 0 results in a mere upper frequency shift as l2
is real. Comparing 	x2
=x2ˆdx /ˆdx=as
2D¯ LS /LN to l2,
the ballooning mode requirement 	krl2
−1= 	x /l2
=1
	1 leads to
1 − 2sˆ
q2as
2
l
2sˆ2
R0
LN
 22, 32
where 21. The assumption D¯ 0 demands further that
l
2
as
2 1 − 2sˆ
LN
R0
 1 + 2q2 . 33
Inequalities 32 and 33 are compatible if
sˆ−1 − 2 2q−2 + 2 34a
or approximately
sˆ 1/22 1. 34b
Condition 34b is generally not satisfied in tokamaks. The
strong ballooning limit of the electron drift branch is thus
irrelevant, except perhaps for weak magnetic shear it must,
however, be verified by introducing an appropriate ordering
that Eq. 30 still holds in that limit. We should add that for
sˆ1/2, cos 00 is a necessary condition for D¯ 0 if, as
usual, LN0; thus the modes would be localized on the out-
board midplane where the trapped electron population is
largest. For sˆ1/2, however, they should be localized on the
inboard midplane where the trapped electron population is
negligible!
If D¯ is negative, then the two solutions 31 are oscillat-
ing in space. Defining D¯  iD¯  and replacing l0 by
e,l
* + i with 0 to ensure causality, we find that e,l
*
must be positive for an asymptotically bounded solution.
Iml
2 is thus negative, i.e., the mode is damped due to
magnetic shear. The above causality argument, which is also
followed in cylindrical geometry,15 can, however, be falla-
cious as it relies on a higher-order result, the growth rate,
introduced on the same footing as the leading-order fre-
quency without verifying that other corrections of the same
order would not modify the asymptotic character of the so-
lution.
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APPENDIX A: NEGLIGIBLE ROLE OF SHAFRANOV
SHIFT IF SÈ
Equation 12a is to be modified as follows:
ˆ l
1cos = S
krˆ l
0
kr
, A1
if the Shafranov shift S is taken into account. Re-
membering that the gyrokinetic equation 3 is written in
cylindrical coordinates, the interpretation of A1 is that the
perturbed potential is constant on the flux surface of equation
s=r+S cos . 
ˆ kr+S cos   krˆ kr /krˆ l
0
+ ˆ l
1cos cos  is indeed the Fourier transform of ˆ s
=ˆ r+S cos  rˆ r if Srl,m=0 by convention. Other
results are not modified by the Shafranov shift with the
present ordering.
APPENDIX B: REQUIREMENT FOR NEGLECTING THE
NONADIABATIC PASSING ELECTRON RESPONSE

pass
dvCˆ e,l
2 is smaller than the last term of Eq. 14 if,
approximately, kr
2ae
2LN
3 /R0LS
2
. Keeping into account that
resonant interaction of barely passing electrons with the
waves is reduced by the modulation of v from v0 to v
ce, owing to the variation of the magnetic field strength,
it can be shown that 
pass
dvCˆ e,l
1 is also negligible
if kr
2ae
2LN
3 /R0LS2.
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